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Probabilistic Consequence Assessment (PCA) codes have been developed in the U.S. f or use
in Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRA) of commercial nuclear power plants. The firs t such
code developed under Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) sponsorship was CRAC which
was used in the Reactor Safety Study. This was followed by a later version CRAC2, an d then
by the MACCS code which was used in the study of severe accident risk under the NU REG-
1150 program of the NRC. The main goal of a PC A code is to evaluate the various me; asures
of integrated health risk to the public, such as risk of early fatality or risk of latent ca ncers,
arising from, accidental releases. The paper is devoted to a review of the calcula itional
strategy and major modules contained in the MACCS code. Input data to MACCS in< :ludes
site-specific meteorological, population, agricultural land-use and economic data in ad dition
to information on the accidental release generated by-the analysis of accident progn ession
such as the fractions of the core inventory released in each puff, the timing of the r elease
relative to core damage, the energy and height of the release from the reactor buildini I, and
the duration of each release puff. A variety of counter-measures to reduce both earl y and
latent health risks are modeled within the code. Dose accumulation, based on user se lected
counter measures, is calculated by the code from different external and internal ext )osure
pathways including cloudshine, groundshine, inhalation, and ingestion using dose factor
libraries for 60 radionuclides in commercial reactor fuel. Doses are converted to earl ly and
latent health risks using stochastic dose-response models which incorporate dos< ; rate
effectiveness reduction factors. Economic trade-offs are used in MACCS to model dec isions
relatKdJo^ecoDlaroJJ3ation..veKU&Jnjffirdktioar>fr.onJtamJJ3atedJaDd_.Tbfi^Dpc-nfoyicJes an
overview of the inputs and outputs and the use of the code in a variety of applications related
to nuclear power plant risk. A recent extension of the code, MACCS2, to model
consequences from accidents at non-power reactor nuclear facilities is briefly discussed.
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